
 

 FACULTY MENTORING  

COUNCIL 

MINUTES 

Date: 01/21/2022 

Time: 9am-Noon, via Teams 

Facilitator: Jessica Milford 

Notetaker:  Sarah Paige 

In Attendance 

Jessica Milford, Dan Clancy, Mansoor Khan, Howard Triplett, Sarah Paige, Steven Barber, Jessica 

Quintinita, Tim Shary, Marianne D’Altilio, Kristie Fuller, Sal Shimy 

 

Introduction of New Members 

Tim Shary, teaches SPC at PB, film his original thing; started in 2020. 

Jessica Q., started Jan. 2020, fulltime Nursing instructor Program Manager Practical Nursing Program, 

based at ME, already mentoring two faculty. 

Marianne D – program manager of Vet Nursing, Vet Asst and BAS too; Since 2014 at EFSC; at CO. 

Jessica discussed how we decided to take all 3 volunteers – council can have up to 13 members. 

 

Approval of Minutes 

Minutes from the Sept. 2021 and Oct. 2021 meetings need to be approved: 

 For Sept. 10 meeting – any changes or updates?  No. 

  Voice / hand vote called by JM -- Minutes approved by all 

 For Oct. 8 meeting – any changes or updates?  No. 

  Voice / hand vote called by JM -- Minutes approved by all 
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 Jessica will send the two sets of approved meeting Minutes to Catherine Harwood for 

posting to the college website and to Kristie for posting in the Canvas shell. 

Discuss leadership summit information / Discuss committee standing within the 

college’s organization 

Report from Jessica:   

There is conflicting language in CBA as to whether this council is a Major Committee within 
College’s Organization; Jessica was invited to Leadership Summit as a courtesy.  This oversight 
will not be one of the openers for bargaining as it is low on priority list. 

JM’s release time still active for her term; Kristie asked if that will continue past JM’s time as 
Chair; JM doesn’t think so but not sure.   

JM’s term is up this May; she does not want to be chair for 3rd year in row.  She will see how 
next three months go.  She does want to stay on as committee member, though. 

JM met with Kelli Norris (chair of TC) after Leadership Summit.  We sit under TC now, with our 
status as Major Committee in question.   

TC is in support of our council using the Portfolio 101 Workshop as a requirement in the NFMP 
Guidebook and FMC Handbook.   

A Question was raised about whether we have to get approval from UFF / 
Administration for this change to be added to our handbook.   

Steven questioned on whether it has to happen within first three years of new faculty 
mentoring; discussion ensued about when it should happen and  

Kristie mentioned digital portfolios done in past, that may happen in future too. 

Dan asked about different contracts applicable within one tenure timeline. 

Question raised about when next Portfolio 101 Workshop will occur; Sarah mentioned 
she had asked Kelli about this already (one to happen “soon,” per Kelli). 

Jessica mentioned wiseness of creating electronic folders / physical folders for the 
mentees work that will be included in the final tenure portfolio. 

Jessica mentioned more-formal process of mentors telling mentees how to start saving 
docs / outputs from the beginning, rather than scrambling at the end of your fourth year. 

 Jessica mentioned that perhaps she and Kristie and Kelli need to meet 
again about this topic, to talk about Portfolio Workshop and its requirement. 

Jessica had note about “minimum requirements for portfolio” and discussion needed for non-
evaluative discussion about portfolio. 
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 Mansoor talked about what folks are putting forward in their portfolio as being “good 
pieces of evidence” – need more communication about this. 

 Dan mentioned that when he was doing tenure last year, ME did not have their sample 
portfolio at the library. 

 Sarah mentioned that it is not necessarily what mentees want within the samples. 

 Kristie mentioned that sample portfolios are old now; we could recommend to Tenure 
Council that these need to be updated (needs more specific examples of “good evidence”, for 
example). 

 Tenure Council will have three mtgs this semester; 22 portfolios to move through this 
semester.  Lots of work for them! 

  Jessica mentioned there are many retirements that have happened; Kristie 
mentioned nine new faculty members this semester alone (10 new faculty started in the fall 
2021). 

 Jessica talked about Faculty being ultimately ready to apply for tenure because of the 
NFMP process. 

FDIP system still being created by Administration. 

 Kristie asked about “faculty mentoring and training” – “after careful selection” language 
not quite accurate; Kristie does not get a say in who is the mentor for a new faculty member; 
new faculty’s supervisor is person who decides this; no training involved; often is the same 
person within a department that is chosen as mentor; wanted to know from Jessica about any 
discussion with Kelli about this topic.  Jessica said that Kristi and Katina always got some 
pushback from provosts on this topic of “mentor selection / training”.   

  Jessica mentioned getting together with CETL to get some training 
formalized as “mentor training”; folks signed up, trained in workshop, certified.   

 Internally, FMSC would like to create a training process (2 hours?) as a 
pilot program, then bring it out to CETL for a longer (4 hr.) workshop.   

This mentor training can then be used for FDIP credit down the road. 

Sarah mentioned dual-mentors for a new library faculty mentee.  Kristie mentioned this 
wouldn’t work all the time because she doesn’t have a lot of mentor-applicants. 

Jessica said she’s not sure of CETL’s role now; Kristie mentioned meeting with Wayne 
Stein as he’s head of CETL now.  

 Jessica and Kristie will reach out to him for this.   

First steps could be:  FMC will create a workshop about mentor-training thinking about 
its objectives (what are big things we need mentors to know?).   

“Pathway to Tenure” in past, 5-year program, lots of research done back then;  

We could use that to create a new pilot training program. 
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Jessica mentioned new Charter documents for all major councils; the Charter is a summation of 
each council’s handbook.  She mentioned that some of our council’s original goals may have to 
be put off, to manage the ones mandated by the Charter / Administration. 

One of these goals to be put off may be the certification by IMA. 

We can work on dissemination of information collegewide as one of our new goals, as 
there is not a lot of that happening in a strong fashion across the college. 

Kristie said we should NOT change our council’s timeline for program-wide assessment 
and IMA certification; that’s been pushed off each year because of the “stuff” that happens 
each year, but we’ll never get the assessment work done ever, if we don’t focus on it.  Try to 
lighten the workload, as necessary, to get something done on this goal. 

Vote on the FMC Handbook (now called “charter”) 

Jessica asked us to discuss this document, so we can vote on it and give to Administration.  Jessica 

mentioned that at Leadership Summit, she ended up being source of lots of good “old committees’ 

information” to folks at that meeting. 

Jessica showed FMSC Handbook on-screen and asked for other edits (than hers, Sarah’s, Kristie’s). 

 “Committee” changed to “Council” throughout. 

 All council names updated per new naming scheme. 

Jessica mentioned that this also came up at Leadership Summit:  Mentees needing to be present at 

major council meeting for New Faculty Mentoring progress.  Now only four major councils, per JM.  

Kristie mentioned in past, that in CBA there is a list of the major committees; in Canvas class, there is a 

section on which committees can be attended (list of 5 or 6); some can’t be attended due to “closed” 

meetings.  AC, FMC, OSC, CDC, PDC, Assessment are ones that can be visited starting this year.  Two 

major councils – if mentees attend two meetings in 2nd year of program; maybe not use “major council 

meeting,” but advocate for a “collegewide standing committee” to be attended by mentees – at least 

two of them, in 2nd year.  JM and Kristie discussed benefits of mentees seeing committees do their 

work and finding one that fits their desires to do CW work.  Kristie discussed past when mentees didn’t 

have to attend any committee work, and then were too shy to join later on. 

 Kristie will update page 6 of NFMP Guidebook, in “Year Two” section.  To be done by 

next meeting, per JM, so we can vote at next meeting in Feb. 

Question from Mansoor:  His edits – how to get all of them into one final doc?  Also mentioned links in 

the document – any way to streamline, one link to get to all others?  Kristie mentioned having one 

place to find all linked info. 

 Sarah mentioned moving our docs to a Google doc format, so everyone can work on the one 

doc; Kristie will do this and try to have it ready for next meeting.   

 Kristie will investigate OneDrive too as a way to do this, within a College 

platform; Marianne said that yes, this can occur within OneDrive. 
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Jessica mentioned this doc has always been problematic; Kristie’s research will help solve this 

issue. 

Discussion ensued about Campus Links doc created by subcommittee. 

Jessica brought us back to main FMSC Handbook – asked if any more edits, any other changes to be 

made? 

 Mansoor said it looks good as-is. 

 This doc is NOT the Charter, to be clear.   

Jessica had to add the Campus / CW-links doc to Canvas shell in correct place, so all can see it. 

   Jessica will give us finalized Charter doc for next mtg. for us to approve. 

Vote called:  Can we approve it?  Yes, all hands raised in approval. 

 

Discuss Guidebook document: 

Kristie and Jessica asked questions about NFMP Guidebook and its “Partnership Mentoring Form” and 

its language about “careful selection of mentors,” etc.  Some language also is outdated due to no F2F 

meetings now, etc. 

Kristie would like the “NFMP Orientation” language to be updated due to online-meeting structure 

which is how Kristie runs the meetings now.  She plans to continue to keep meetings online, and is 

wondering if this language needs to be updated due to that. 

She has question for us:  Many former printed documents are now online; should we write a summary 

in Guidebook, and have folks go online to fill out?  Jessica mentioned moving the forms to an 

Appendix, but also allow folks to fill out online.  Mansoor and Sarah agreed, as did Kristie. 

Jessica mentioned keeping Goals-examples-as-template within text of Guidebook; discussion 

ensued about this.   

 Kristie will update the Goals section of the Handbook.   

 Discussion ensued about how to update, new focus for how Goals are to be created, etc. 

 Roles and Goals worksheet mentioned. 

 Roles & Goals language to be updated by Kristie and Jessica, then voted-on later by us. 

  Kristie will move the Partnership form and Mentor form to an Appendix.  New 

language added to clear up that it’s the mentee who has to fill out Partnership form.  

  New Faculty / Beginning of Semester Checklists to move to an Appendix too. 

  Kristie has to create “New Faculty Survey” on p. 34-35 within Canvas; she hasn’t 

done that yet. 
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  Links on p. 31 to be updated.  Comment on UDOIT still in use - ?  Change 

language to link out to CW Accessibility webpage. 

  Pages 34-37 to go to Appendix, too. 

 “Partnership Reflective Assessment Form” – mentees / mentors will need to fill this out in 

Canvas now, not in print. 

  “Scheduling Student Exams” section on p. 39-40 – language to be removed – 

yes, by hand-vote. 

 “Faculty Committee Structure at EFSC” language on p. 41 -- discussion ensued about updating 

this language or adding only a link out to it - ?   

 Kristie will reach out to Tony Akers on when this Committees List doc will be 

updated.  What to do if he doesn’t have a plan yet?  Discussion ensued;  

 Kristie will reach out to Dr. Handfield to see if she is creating faculty committee 

webpage somewhere on College website. 

Kristie wants to know how we want to handle it within this Guidebook – listing or link? 

 Jessica mentioned confusion when she had to fill in for Kristie for NFMP Orientation, and how 

to reach everyone involved with that Orientation meeting; Laura Earle had to help with CW email; 

 Jessica asked Kristie to reach out to Dr. Fletcher (his admin is Lisa Ginn; Kathryn 

Bauerfeind is Dr. Handfield’s admin) to ask for permission to email ALL CW faculty when necessary. 

  Charts for Council / Committees’ Organization – will be replaced by a link (pages 

43-44). 

  Campus pages (p. 45-55) will be replaced by subcommittee document. 

  “Safety Guidelines” – page 56 – language has to be updated from “Provost” to 

“Campus Administrator”.  Kristie can send this info to head of Security, to ask if all info is correct. 

  Page 58 -- Do we need to add “COVID Exposure Protocol” info?  Where to add?  

Several mentioned it having its own section, right after “Safety” info.  General agreement on this. 

 “MCC, Tenure, and Rank” section on page 59 – Is MCC still the right term?  Can we link out to a 

page done by Tenure Council?  (Have they created a new page of info?)  CBA does still mention MCC.  

 Add an FDIP sub-section on page 59.  (Discussion ensued about ADPA and if it needed 

to be in this Guidebook.)  Discussion ensued re: FDIP for tenured / non-tenured faculty.   

(Section 8.22 and Section 6.16 in CBA are ones about our Council.) 

 SAIL section (page 60) has to be linked out to CW webpage. 

 Page 61 – language has to be updated (or linked-out?) for “Provost, etc. 

organization” to a CW webpage (does one exist?).   

Discussion ensued.  Kristie asked about adding College’s info from last Welcome Back re: 

the organization’s re-org and changed roles, etc.  She shared email from last summer on-

screen. 
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 Kristie will reach out to Fletcher’s office for permission to use info from 

email within the NFMP Guidebook. 

 Jessica, Kristie, and Sarah will work on finalizing document before Feb. 

25 meeting. 

 

HOMEWORK FOR ALL:   

We all need to think about formalized “Mentor Training Workshop” pilot that we can offer to anyone, 

then offer it to CETL as one they will hold going forward – Kristie created a section in Canvas for this. 

 “IMA Conference 2016” folder in Canvas has past research / information done by previous 

committee members, that we can use to create this Workshop outline.  Some from IMA Conference 

backfiles.   

 What would we want that training to consist of?  Research is best way to substantiate what we 

want to do. 

 Howard mentioned this could be a good idea for College mentoring community. 

 Sarah asked if Kristie can add the CETL Workshop Proposal Form into the Canvas class; she will, 

after reaching out to Dr. Stein’s office about it. 

Jessica wanted to know if she should try to attend the Leadership Summit next week, to keep updated 

and to mention our Pilot Workshop idea. 

 Kristie wants Jessica to attend, but not mention our reasons for pilot-workshop idea yet. 

 Mansoor asked if CWCs will be attending; he thinks their support will be good for our idea. 

 Kristie mentioned that we don’t want to have to get everyone’s approval to run this workshop. 

Guidebook, formal mentoring process, Leadership Summit to attend = what we need to focus on going 

forward. 

Jessica will get the Charter doc finalized and bring it to Leadership Summit meeting, to see if she does 

need to submit it. 

 

NEXT MEETING:  February 25, 9am-noon, location at CO and/orTBD based on schedules & COVID 

(Teams link in invite). 

Mtg. ended at 11:10am.  
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